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 19 

 Mechanical forces are critical regulators of cell shape changes and developmental 20 

morphogenetic processes. Forces generated along the epithelium apico-basal cell axis have 21 

recently emerged as essential for tissue remodeling in three-dimensions. Yet the cellular 22 

machinery underlying those orthogonal forces remains poorly described. We found that 23 

during Drosophila leg folding cells eventually committed to die produce apico-basal forces 24 

through the formation of a dynamic actomyosin contractile tether connecting the apical 25 

surface to a basally relocalized nucleus. We show that the nucleus is anchored to basal 26 

adhesions by a basal F-actin network and constitutes an essential component of the force-27 

producing machinery. Finally, we demonstrate force transmission to the apical surface and the 28 

basal nucleus by laser ablation. Thus, this work reveals that the nucleus, in addition to its role 29 

in genome protection, actively participates in mechanical force production and connects the 30 

contractile actomyosin cytoskeleton to basal adhesions. 31 

 32 
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Introduction  37 

 38 

Animal development relies on the dynamic remodeling of tissues to create germ 39 

layers. Subsequently, specialized organs are formed and sculpted into stereotyped shapes, a 40 

prerequisite for their function. Invagination or bending of epithelial sheets is essential to 41 

convert an initially flat polarized epithelia into complex three-dimensional structures during 42 

organogenesis (Davidson, 2012; Pearl et al., 2017). For example, during gastrulation, it allows 43 

to segregate tissues with distinct fate (Keller et al., 2003). Another example is neural tube 44 

formation in vertebrates, which relies on local bending and closure of the neural plate; and 45 

failure to correctly invaginate may lead to developmental defects such as spina bifida or 46 

anecephaly associated with defective neural tube formation (Colas and Schoenwolf, 2001).  47 

 48 

Acquisition of a new shape at the tissue scale is triggered by the coordinated change in 49 

shape of individual cells. Apical constriction of epithelial cells is usually associated with 50 

tissue invagination and is thought to trigger tissue remodelling (Martin and Goldstein, 2014). 51 

Cell shape changes essentially rely on the intrinsic property of cells to generate forces. At the 52 

subcellular scale, mechanical forces are usually produced by association of the molecular 53 

motor non-muscle Myosin II with filamentous actin (Lecuit et al., 2011). Mechanical forces, 54 

generated in the plane of adherens junction, represent an important driving force in epithelial 55 

remodelling (Chanet and Martin, 2014; Heisenberg and Bellaïche, 2013; Umetsu and 56 

Kuranaga, 2017). Much of our understanding comes from the fine characterisation of the early 57 

steps of Drosophila mesoderm invagination. In this case, a pulsatile actomyosin network 58 

accumulates medio-apically in invaginating cells (Martin et al., 2009; Mason et al., 2013). 59 

The actomyosin meshwork organizes radially, with F-actin sarcomere-like cables emanating 60 

from the cell centre (Coravos and Martin, 2016). A molecular clutch allows coupling with E-61 

Cadherin/Catenin complexes (Roh-Johnson et al., 2012). Transient contraction of the 62 

actomyosin network then causes a decrease in apical surface area that is stabilized by a ratchet 63 

mechanism while forces are transmitted to neighbours through adherens junctions (Martin et 64 

al., 2010; Martin et al., 2009). Additional mechanisms, such as junctional rather than medio-65 

apical accumulation of actomyosin, also enable apico-basal force generation (Hildebrand, 66 

2005; Owaribe et al., 1981).    67 

 68 



Although apical constriction plays a key role in tissue folding, recent evidence points 69 

at a more complex situation. Indeed, formation of salivary glands in Drosophila, which 70 

originate from the local invagination of an epithelial placode, has recently been shown to 71 

proceed when apical constriction is inhibited (Chung et al., 2017). Such an observation 72 

highlights the fact that additional or redundant mechanisms cooperate with apical constriction 73 

to promote efficient and stereotyped tissue invagination, at least in some contexts. 74 

 75 

Interestingly, orthogonal apico-basal forces represent critical input with regard to 76 

tissue remodelling from two to three dimensions. (Kondo and Hayashi, 2015; Monier et al., 77 

2015; Pearl et al., 2017; Sherrard et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2017). Indeed, during ascidian 78 

gastrulation, endoderm invagination is a two-step process beginning with Rok-dependent 79 

apical actomyosin contraction leading to apical constriction. This step is followed by 80 

basolateral myosin accumulation and cell shortening. Importantly, specific blocking of apical 81 

constriction and not cell shortening does not prevent tissue invagination, although folding is 82 

less pronounced (Sherrard et al., 2010). In the distal part of the drosophila leg epithelium the 83 

appearance of folds relies on localized apoptosis (i.e. programmed cell death) (Manjón et al., 84 

2007). A combination of in vivo genetic manipulations and in silico modelling showed that an 85 

apico-basal pulling force is required in dying cells to trigger folding of surrounding living 86 

cells (Monier et al., 2015). This force relies on an elongated actomyosin structure that forms 87 

along the apico-basal cell axis of dying cells. How this actomyosin structure is tethered to 88 

specific cellular components in order to create a force at the cell scale remain unknown 89 

(Kiehart, 2015; Monier et al., 2015). Such reports demonstrate the importance of apico-basal 90 

forces complementing apical constriction to produce highly stereotyped tissue invagination. 91 

However, no clear mechanism was reported regarding how cells reorganise to produce 92 

efficient forces along their apico-basal axis.  93 

 94 

In order to identify the underlying mechanism of orthogonal cellular force production, 95 

we focused on the folding process of the Drosophila developing leg. We show that apoptotic 96 

cells relocate their nucleus at the vicinity of basal adhesions and trap it in a F-actin meshwork 97 

that restrains nucleus movement. Further, the contractile acto-myosin cable-like structure 98 

links adherens junction to the stabilized basal nucleus. This transient contractile connection 99 

between adherens junctions and basal adhesions via the nucleus generates a force at the 100 

cellular scale that modifies the shape of the epithelium.    101 



Results 102 

 103 

Apoptotic apical Myosin II cable dynamics 104 

 105 

We previously reported that during apoptotic force generation, Myosin II creates an 106 

apico-basal accumulation emanating from the apical region of the cell (Monier et al., 2015), 107 

hereafter named “apico-basal myosin cable”. Force generation at the cell scale necessitates 108 

that the intracellular molecular force-producing machinery is linked to stable anchoring points 109 

to transmit forces to neighbouring cells. To identify the localisation of the various anchoring 110 

points of the apico-basal myosin cable, we first characterized more precisely Myosin II 111 

dynamics following myosin live by performing time-lapse imaging with co-labelling of the 112 

component of adherens junctions, α-catenin. Constriction of the apical surface is the first step 113 

of dying cell remodelling (Kuipers et al., 2014; Lubkov and Bar-Sagi, 2014; Rosenblatt et al., 114 

2001; Schott et al., 2017). Myosin recruitment starts at the end of apical constriction where α-115 

catenin accumulates (Fig. 1A, B and Movie S1). Then, the Myosin II cable forms, extends 116 

basally to a maximum, then retracts and eventually detaches from the apical surface 117 

concomitantly with apoptotic adherens junctions internalisation (Fig. 1B and Movie S1). 118 

Importantly, Myosin II appears tightly connected to adherens junctions throughout the whole 119 

apoptotic process, from myosin cable initiation to maximal cable extension to cable retraction. 120 

Hence, like during other invagination processes (Martin et al., 2010; Roh-Johnson et al., 121 

2012), analysis of Myosin II dynamics suggests that the apico-basal myosin cable is anchored 122 

to adherens junctions during the whole process of apico-basal force generation. 123 

 124 

The apical Myosin II cable targets the basally relocated nucleus 125 

 126 

The linear organisation of the Myosin II apoptotic structure suggests the presence of a 127 

second anchoring point at the basal end of the Myosin cable, i.e.; opposite the adherens 128 

junctions. To identify this potential anchoring point, we next performed live imaging by co-129 

expressing Myosin II and a fluorescent reporter of caspase activity that highlights the 130 

cytoplasm of apoptotic cells (Schott et al., 2017). We found that at maximal extension the 131 

apico-basal myosin cable ends in the middle of the cell (Fig. 1C). The apico-basal force which 132 

transiently and locally deforms the apical surface of the epithelium is initiated at this stage. 133 



Then, the cable shortens and eventually detaches from the apical surface at the time of 134 

apoptotic cell fragmentation (Fig. 1C).  135 

 136 

The basal anchoring point of the myosin cable could exist in both apoptotic and non-137 

apoptotic cells or, alternatively, be a specialized structure created when cells turn on the 138 

apoptotic program in order to provide basal resistance to the apico-basal myosin cable. To 139 

discriminate between those hypotheses, we labelled individual non-apoptotic epithelial cells 140 

and compared their morphology with apoptotic ones. Interestingly, we found that, in the leg 141 

pseudo-stratified epithelium, apoptotic cells adopt a shape drastically different from their non-142 

apoptotic neighbors. Indeed, non-apoptotic cells present a large cell body located in the apical 143 

half of the epithelium and connected to the basal surface by a long, thin extension (Fig. 2A). 144 

On the contrary, apoptotic cells that have not entered the fragmentation stage possess a 145 

narrow apical section and a large cell body localized basally (Fig. 2B). As the nucleus is the 146 

cell’s biggest organelle, we wondered whether its positioning could account for the specific 147 

shape of dying cells. Indeed, we found that while nuclei of non-apoptotic cells are located on 148 

the apical half of epithelial cells, nuclei of apoptotic cells are systematically located on the 149 

basal half (Fig. 2C-D). At that stage of apoptosis, the nucleus is still morphologically similar 150 

to non-apoptotic nuclei, although we observe a reduction of Lamin levels (using a Lamin-151 

TagRFPt endogenous fusion protein) which may render the apoptotic nucleus softer or 152 

modulate its interaction with the cytoskeleton (Fig. S1A-B). 153 

 154 

 155 

To test if the apoptotic nucleus could be part of the apico-basal force machinery, we 156 

investigated whether the apical Myosin II cable targets the nucleus. We observed that the 157 

basal end of the acto-myosin cable is in close vicinity of the apoptotic nucleus (Fig. 2E). 158 

Moreover 3D reconstruction images of the nucleus periphery labelled with Lamin-TagRFPt 159 

showed that the basal end of the cable runs along the apical side of the nucleus (Fig. 2F). 160 

These observations suggest a physical association between the apico-basal Myosin II cable 161 

and the nucleus.  162 

 163 

Basal nucleus relocation is essential for apico-basal force generation 164 

 165 

To test whether the nucleus is required for apico-basal force generation, we looked for 166 

a way to inhibit the basal relocation of the apoptotic nucleus. One candidate was the Linker of 167 



Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton (LINC) complex, a macromolecular complex involved in 168 

nucleus localization in a number of cellular contexts ranging from fibroblast migration to 169 

interkinetic nuclear movement in the vertebrate central nervous system (Gundersen and 170 

Worman, 2013; Lee and Burke, 2017). The LINC is composed of Nesprins spanning the 171 

external nuclear envelope interacting with SUN-domain proteins spanning the internal nuclear 172 

envelope. Nesprins also interact with the cytoskeleton while SUN proteins bind to Lamin 173 

within the nucleus (Fig. 3A). In the drosophila leg, we observed perinuclear localisation for 174 

the sole somatic SUN protein, Klaroid, similarly to Lamin (Fig. 3B). Among the two fly 175 

Nesprins, Klarsicht has also a specific perinuclear localization (Fig. 3B and Fig. S2).  176 

We next tested whether inactivation of those LINC components affect nucleus 177 

positioning in this tissue, in parallel to Lamin inactivation. We found that inactivation of 178 

klaroid and lamin leads to non-apoptotic nuclei mispositioning, with most nuclei found in the 179 

middle plane of the leg epithelium instead of being located in the apical half (Fig. 3C). This 180 

indicates a general function of klaroid and lamin in nuclei positioning in the developing leg. 181 

On the contrary, klarsicht inactivation had a very limited impact on the position of non-182 

apoptotic nuclei which remained apical (Fig. 3C-D). However, we observed that klarsicht 183 

inactivation blocks apoptotic nuclei relocation as shown by the presence of all apoptotic 184 

nuclei in the apical half of the epithelium (Fig. 3D-E, compare with Fig. 2C).  185 

We choose to focus our analysis on the klarsicht loss-of-function background. 186 

Apoptotic cells exert a force that transiently deforms the apical surface of the epithelium 187 

(Monier et al., 2015) (Fig. 3F, Movie S2). Therefore, to directly address whether the nucleus 188 

contributes to apico-basal force generation, we followed the shape of the apical surface by 189 

time-lapse imaging in a context of klarsicht inactivation. Importantly, we found that, in this 190 

context where the nucleus remains apical, most apoptotic cells are unable to transiently 191 

deform the apical surface of the epithelium (Fig. 3G-H, Movie S3). This reveals that apico-192 

basal forces are considerably reduced or absent in this context, strongly suggesting that 193 

nucleus positioning is critical for apoptotic force generation. 194 

 195 

Basal anchoring of the apoptotic nucleus by an actin network linked to basal adhesion   196 

 197 

To act as the basal Myosin II cable anchoring point, the apoptotic nucleus would have 198 

to resist the intracellular force developed by the actomyosin cytoskeleton. For this, it might 199 

either be stabilized basally or, being the cell’s largest organelle, it might be able to offer 200 

resistance by itself. To discriminate between these hypotheses, we used high temporal 201 



resolution imaging to compare the movement of non-apoptotic nuclei and basal apoptotic 202 

nuclei during the period preceding cable formation (i.e. before the force-generation stage). 203 

Interestingly, nuclear tracking showed that apoptotic nuclei are less mobile than nuclei of 204 

living neighboring cells (Fig. 4D, compare DMSO conditions). Because at that stage of 205 

apoptosis the nucleus is morphologically similar to the nucleus of non-apoptotic cells (Fig. 206 

S1A), the difference in nuclei velocity suggests the presence of a stabilizing mechanism 207 

specific for apoptotic nuclei.   208 

 209 

We next sought to characterize how the nucleus is stabilized in apoptotic cells. 210 

Although the LINC complex participates in nucleus anchoring in several contexts (Tapley and 211 

Starr, 2013), its involvement in apoptotic nucleus relocation precludes analysis of its possible 212 

role in basal nucleus stabilization. We thus focused on cytoskeleton components. In the leg 213 

epithelium, microtubules form an apical cap and are enriched along lateral membranes in the 214 

apical half of the cell, with limited or no localisation on the basal side. By contrast, F-actin 215 

strongly accumulates in apical and basal domains, with weaker staining along lateral 216 

membranes (Fig. 4A-C). The relative distribution of those two cytoskeletal networks 217 

prompted us to focus on the F-actin cytoskeleton, as it is more likely to be in contact with 218 

basally relocated nuclei. By performing high resolution microscopy on early apoptotic cells 219 

(prior to the myosin cable/force generation stage), we identified strong F-actin accumulation 220 

running between the basal apoptotic nucleus and the most basal part of the cell, while no 221 

specific F-actin accumulation is detected in close vicinity to non-apoptotic nuclei (Fig. 4E). 222 

This observation suggests that relocation of the nucleus in the early apoptotic phase could 223 

bring it in close vicinity with an F-actin basal network, likely poorly contractile since no 224 

Myosin II is detected basally (Fig. 2E).  225 

To determine whether the actin cytoskeleton anchors the nucleus basally, we 226 

performed tracking of apoptotic nuclei following actin destabilization. We set up conditions in 227 

which short incubation of leg discs with Cytochalasin D-containing culture medium causes a 228 

substantial decrease in polymerized actin yet does not lead to altered tissue morphology (not 229 

shown). In this condition, dynamics of non-apoptotic nuclei is not significantly affected (Fig. 230 

4D, compare non-apoptotic nuclei in DMSO and Cytochalasin D conditions). On the contrary, 231 

apoptotic nuclei mobility was increased after actin destabilization, reaching the velocity of 232 

non-apoptotic nuclei (Fig. 4D, compare apoptotic nuclei in Cytochalasin D condition, with 233 

nuclei in DMSO). These results indicate that an F-actin network specifically stabilizes the 234 

apoptotic nucleus.  235 



Actin-dependent stabilization of the nucleus most probably necessitates a basal anchor 236 

at the membrane to provide resistance. Although dying cells are commonly viewed as 237 

detaching from the matrix, we found that basal adhesions are maintained during early 238 

apoptotic stages (Fig. 4F), as are apical adhesions (Lubkov and Bar-Sagi, 2014; Monier et al., 239 

2015). This suggests that basal adhesions might act as the ultimate basal anchoring point of 240 

the system. To directly assess this idea, we used RNAi to inactivate Talin, a key component of 241 

focal adhesion that mechanically links integrin receptors to the actin cytoskeleton (Klapholz 242 

and Brown, 2017). In this context, although Talin level is greatly reduced, cellular integrity is 243 

unaffected (Fig. S3). We therefore compared nuclei stability in control and Talin RNAi 244 

conditions. The dynamics of apical non-apoptotic nuclei which are located far away from 245 

basal adhesions were unaffected in Talin RNAi condition. However, the velocity of apoptotic 246 

nuclei was drastically increased compared to control apoptotic nuclei, becoming similar to the 247 

velocity of non-apoptotic nuclei  (Fig. 4G). Therefore, apoptotic nuclei behave similarly either 248 

when F actin is distabilized or when Talin function is reduced. Altogether, those results point 249 

towards a model in which a basal F-actin cytoskeleton network linked to basal adhesion 250 

stabilizes the apoptotic nucleus prior to the force-generation stage.  251 

 252 

Anchoring the nucleus basally provides resistance required for the apico-basal force  253 

 254 

We next focused on the force generation stage and asked if the stabilizing mechanism 255 

of apoptotic nuclei identified above could be involved in force generation. We therefore 256 

followed the dynamics of both Myosin II and the nucleus during the apoptotic process, both in 257 

a control and in a context in which basal anchoring is deficient.  258 

In the control, we observed that the apoptotic nucleus is located basally before cable 259 

formation. Then, the cable extends from the apical surface of the epithelium to the upper part 260 

of the nucleus. Finally, the nucleus progressively moves apically, remaining in close vicinity 261 

to the Myosin II cable as it shortens (Fig. 5A, Fig. S4, Movie S4). Interestingly, the nucleus 262 

movement is composed of two upward phases separated by a transient break shown by slower 263 

and random motion, suggesting a physical resistance halfway up (Fig. 5C).  264 

Since F-actin depolymerisation would alter not only nucleus stabilization but also 265 

apical contractile cable formation (Monier et al., 2015), we tested the role of nucleus basal 266 

stabilization by inactivating Talin. We show that although Talin plays a critical role in 267 

limiting basal apoptotic nuclear movement, it has no impact on apoptotic nucleus basal 268 

relocation or apico-basal myosin cable formation, thus allowing us to follow nucleus 269 



dynamics during the whole apoptotic process (Fig. 5B, Movie S5). In this context, although 270 

the nucleus moves apically as observed in the control, quantitative analysis reveals that 271 

nucleus dynamics is altered. Indeed, in absence of basal anchoring, upward movement of the 272 

nucleus is rather regular, with no or limited break in upward nuclear motion (Fig5D-E). 273 

Hence, apico-basal myosin cable and nucleus dynamics are correlated in both contexts, 274 

although upward movement is continuous when basal anchoring is defective in Talin loss-of-275 

function. These data suggest that, at the force-generation stage, the Myosin II cable is 276 

anchored to the nucleus which resists to the force thanks to the basal F-actin/basal adhesion 277 

network. 278 

To directly test the importance of nucleus basal anchoring in providing resistance to 279 

the apico-basal myosin cable contraction, we inactivated Talin and analysed the ability of the 280 

apoptotic cells to deform the apical surface. Importantly, we found that most apoptotic cells 281 

devoid of Talin are no longer able to trigger the apical surface deformation of the surrounding 282 

epithelium (Fig. 5F-G, Movie S6 compare with Fig. 3F and Movie S2). This indicates that the 283 

apoptotic force is either abolished or strongly reduced when focal adhesions are weakened. 284 

Therefore, basal adhesions are critical to stabilize the nucleus and offer effective resistance to 285 

Myosin II contraction during apico-basal force generation. 286 

 287 

Transmission path of the apico-basal force 288 

 289 

Combined, our results point towards a model in which the myosin cable would 290 

contract and generate forces that would be transmitted, one the hand, towards the apical 291 

surface and, on the other hand, towards the basal resisting apoptotic nucleus. To strengthen 292 

our understanding of the apico-basal force transmission path, we therefore set up laser 293 

ablation experiments. Based on the recognition of apoptotic cells by the presence of Myosin-294 

GFP cables running from adherens junctions to the middle of the epithelium in the 295 

prospective fold domain, we found that cuts in the middle of myosin cables lead to rapid 296 

retraction of the opposite ends of the cables (Fig. 6A-B, E). We further notice a recoil of the 297 

apical surface after ablation of the apoptotic cable (Fig. 6B, F). On the contrary, apico-basal 298 

laser cut in non-apoptotic cells leads to weak or even absence of retraction and has no effect 299 

on apical surface (Fig. 6C-F). These results show that the myosin cable formed in apoptotic 300 

cells is under tension and that the myosin cable-dependent force is transmitted towards the 301 

apical region of the dying cell and subsequently to the neighbours. 302 



We further investigated whether apico-basal forces are also transmitted to the basal 303 

apoptotic nucleus. For this purpose, we used the recently developed apoptosensor, DBS-S 304 

(Baena-Lopez et al., 2018). DBS-S is a membrane-bound GFP that relocalises to the nucleus 305 

upon initiator caspase activation. Upon UV induction in the larval wing disc, basal apoptotic 306 

nuclei become fluorescent and move apically (Baena-Lopez et al., 2018) in a process 307 

reminiscent of nuclear dynamics of endogenously dying cells in prepupal legs (Fig. 5A). We 308 

therefore characterized nucleus behavior upon cable ablation by combining DBS-S to myosin-309 

TagRFPt. In most cases, the nucleus moves basally following laser ablation (Fig. 6G-H), 310 

supporting the notion of force transmission to the nucleus. The absence of nuclear movement 311 

in the remaining cases might be due to ablation performed just prior to force generation, the 312 

stage during which nucleus upward movement is initiated. To further confirm that myosin 313 

cable-dependent forces are transmitted to the nucleus, we followed the dynamics of the 314 

nuclear envelope overtime. Interestingly, while the apoptotic nuclear envelope is initially 315 

round, it deforms and adopt a pointed shape during nuclear upward movement (Fig. 6I,J). 316 

This is consistent with the observation of Myosin II running around the apical surface of the 317 

nucleus (Fig. 2F). On the contrary, the envelope of non-apoptotic cells followed remains 318 

round over the same timescale (Fig. 6J). Altogether, we propose that apico-basal forces are 319 

transmitted both apically and basally during the apoptotic process.   320 

 321 

Perturbation of apico-basal force generation affects fold formation. 322 

We previously reported that apoptosis is necessary for the progressive formation of 323 

folds in leg tarsal segments. Moreover, artificial induction of apoptosis is sufficient to create 324 

ectopic folding in the wing disc. This ectopic folding relies on apoptotic forces since 325 

inhibition of myosin activity specifically in dying cells prevents the formation of ectopic folds 326 

(Monier et al., 2015). We therefore reasoned that tempering with components of the cellular 327 

machinery of apoptotic apico-basal force generation should compromise fold formation in the 328 

leg. We focused on the fold that separates tarsal segments 4 and 5 (T4/5) because, in this 329 

domain, folding starts at the beginning of metamorphosis. This allowed us to check that 330 

epithelium shape is normal prior to the onset of fold formation in absence of Talin or 331 

Klarsicht (Fig. S3 and data not shown). In both RNAi contexts, we observed shallow or 332 

absent T4/5 folds in most of the legs analysed, at a stage where deep folds are formed in 333 

control legs (Fig 7A, B). These results demonstrate that apico-basal forces created by 334 

apoptotic cells are critical for correct fold formation in the developing leg.  335 



 336 

 337 

Discussion  338 

 339 

A cellular reorganisation that creates apico-basal forces: lessons from dying cells 340 

A growing body of evidence support the notion that apical constriction cooperates 341 

with additional forces to drive tissue invagination. During mesoderm invagination in flies, 342 

very early steps of the process that lead to formation of a cup-shape need apical constriction 343 

(Martin et al., 2009) but are unlikely to necessitate an apico-basal force since this stage can be 344 

reached in acellular embryos that lack lateral membranes (He et al., 2014). However, at later, 345 

less understood stages of mesoderm invagination, an increase in apico-basal tension has been 346 

inferred by video-force microscopy (Brodland et al., 2010). This is consistent with in silico 347 

modelling that shows that apical and apico-basal forces must cooperate to produce an efficient 348 

and stereotyped pattern of invagination (Monier et al., 2015). This view is supported by work 349 

that  shows that endoderm invagination in ascidian embryos is a two-step process in which 350 

blocking apical constriction does not prevent invagination driven by apico-basal forces 351 

(Sherrard et al., 2010). However, the cellular machinery involved in the generation of such 352 

apico-basal forces remains to be identified.  353 

We focused on apoptotic cells for several reasons: (1) apoptotic cells generate apico-354 

basal forces that trigger invagination in the drosophila leg (Monier et al., 2015); (2) individual 355 

apoptotic cells can be followed in vivo thanks to the recent development of apoptosensors 356 

(Baena-Lopez et al., 2018; Schott et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2013) and (3) one can compare 357 

the same cell before and during apoptosis in order to identify differences between no-force 358 

and force generating cells.  359 

Apico-basal force generation occurs at early stages of apoptosis. To date, 360 

characterisation of cellular dynamics during cell elimination has essentially focused on cell 361 

extrusion from living tissues or cell monolayers in culture (Andrade and Rosenblatt, 2011; 362 

Eisenhoffer et al., 2012; Gu et al., 2011; Kuipers et al., 2014; Levayer et al., 2016; Marinari et 363 

al., 2012). Our combination of loss-of-function, timelapse imaging and laser ablation 364 

experiments now shed light on early steps of apoptosis. Early apoptotic events include basal 365 



nucleus relocation and subsequent anchoring. The apico-basal force is next generated by cells 366 

committed to die through the formation of a continuum between their apical and basal 367 

surfaces. This continuum involves an apical contractile network composed of an actomyosin 368 

cable-like structure and a basal anchor composed of the nucleus, a non or poorly contractile F-369 

actin cytoskeleton network and basal adhesions (Fig. 7C).  370 

Although commonly viewed as “passive”, apoptotic cells are able to communicate 371 

with and modify their environment, both in physiological and pathological contexts 372 

(Ambrosini et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2011; Pérez-Garijo and Steller, 2015). Such 373 

communication, either chemical or physical, can be set up at stages where cells are committed 374 

to die, yet not destroyed. Understanding early steps of apoptosis is therefore of prime 375 

importance, but is a complex task since, during those steps, cells committed to die are barely 376 

distinguishable from their living neighbours. The development of apoptosensors adapted to 377 

live imaging allowed us to characterize the cellular machinery responsible for the orthogonal 378 

force produced by apoptotic cells in vivo, during a morphogenetic process. Our 379 

characterisation of the apoptotic force machinery will provide a framework to better 380 

understand apico-basal forces in other morphogenetic processes, both in Drosophila and other 381 

model organisms. 382 

 383 

Nucleus relocation, an unsuspected early step of epithelial cell death 384 

Chromatin remodelling, from its condensation to its fragmentation, has been 385 

extensively studied during apoptosis. Nucleus positioning, on the other hand, has been 386 

overlooked in dying cells. Although we have not characterised precisely the onset of nucleus 387 

basal relocation, it turned out to be one of the very first apoptotic event (with apical 388 

constriction) in a Drosophila epithelial sheet. Importantly, apoptotic nucleus relocation is 389 

unlikely to be restricted to morphogenetic apoptosis. Indeed, in the fly wing disc, upon death 390 

induction via irradiation, apoptotic nuclei are detected basally (Baena-Lopez et al., 2018). 391 

Hence, at least in fly imaginal tissues, early nuclear relocation is not specifically associated 392 

with morphogenetic apoptosis and could be a general prerequisite for cell destruction.  393 

With this in mind, understanding the mechanistic basis of apoptotic nucleus motion is 394 

important. Our observations point towards an apoptotic LINC complex composed of Klarsicht 395 



and Klaroid. Klarsicht is known to associate with microtubules, although indirectly (Ref 396 

Revue Tapley Starr). In both C. elegans and mouse, nesprins (Unc-83 and Syne-2 397 

respectively) can associate with both dynein and kinesin complexes (Fridolfsson et al., 2010; 398 

Meyerzon et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2009). A similar situation is likely at work in Drosophila. 399 

While pionneer works suggested a link between Klarsicht and the Dynein/Dynactin complex 400 

(Fischer et al., 2004), Klarsicht has been shown more recently to participate in a complex with 401 

and be localized by the plus-end motor kinesin-1(Gaspar et al., 2014). Epithelial cells are 402 

usually polarized with microtubules minus-end and plus-ends oriented towards their apical 403 

and basal pole respectively (Toya and Takeichi, 2016), suggesting that Klarsicht, associated 404 

with kinesin-1, could promote nucleus motion along lateral microtubule tracks in apoptotic 405 

cells. It will be of interest to determine the polarity of the non-centrosomal microtubule 406 

network in the leg disc and test whether dynein and kinesin can bind to klarsicht at the same 407 

time or whether their binding is mutually exclusive in dying cells. An appealing hypothesis 408 

would be that caspase activity could modulate binding properties or acivity of klarsicht-409 

associated motor proteins, leading to the basal relocation of apoptotic nucleus. Investigation 410 

of apoptotic nucleus motion could, at term, shed new light on the regulation of the LINC 411 

complex and on its association with the cytoskeleton. 412 

 413 

The nucleus, from an organelle subjected to forces to a key component of the force-414 

generation machinery 415 

An increasing body of work demonstrates that mechanical forces can affect many 416 

cellular behaviours. For example, differentiation of stem cells can be directed by mechanical 417 

properties of their substrate (or by activation of the Rho pathway)(Engler et al., 2006; 418 

McBeath et al., 2004; Yim and Sheetz, 2012). Differentiation of specialised structures such as 419 

cardiac valves are induced by blood flow (Boselli et al., 2015; Hove et al., 2003). Mesoderm 420 

stiffening can trigger the onset of collective migration of neural crest cells during Xenopus 421 

development (Barriga et al., 2018). During adulthood, compression forces caused by tumour 422 

growth can cause abnormal proliferation of adjacent, wild-type tissues, hence propagating the 423 

tumor (Fernández-Sánchez et al., 2015). Such responses necessitate that at some point, cells 424 

modify their gene expression pattern. Thus, mechanisms are set up to transfer information 425 

about cytoplasmic or external forces into the nucleus. For instance, compressive forces 426 

applied upon fibroblast nuclei deform the nuclear envelope, modifying the shape of 427 



nucleopores, which allows entry of key molecules such as the transcription factor YAP into 428 

the nucleus (Elosegui-Artola et al., 2017). Alternatively, cells might use the LINC complex to 429 

transfer forces from the cytoskeleton to the nuclear envelope. Applying forces to the LINC (in 430 

isolated nuclei) leads to nucleus stiffening (Guilluy et al., 2014) while using a Nesprin-tension 431 

sensor shows that mechanical forces can indeed be transmitted across a nuclear membrane 432 

protein (Arsenovic et al., 2016). Moreover, compressive forces, for example forces generated 433 

when forcing cells to cross a small pore, can also change nucleus shape and transiently alter 434 

the integrity of its envelope, highlighting the importance of specialized repair mechanisms 435 

(Denais et al., 2016; Raab et al., 2016).  436 

Since the primary function of the nucleus is to protect the genome and participate in 437 

the regulation of the genetic information, most of the studies addressing the relationship 438 

between the nucleus and cellular forces focused so far on how forces can trigger changes 439 

within the nucleus. Strikingly, our results demonstrate that, not only does the nucleus respond 440 

to forces, it also plays a key role in force generation at the cell scale during a morphogenetic 441 

process. The double connection with distinct cytoskeletal structures (one contractile and one 442 

resisting) switches the nucleus from being a moving organelle (Gundersen and Worman, 443 

2013; Huelsmann et al., 2013; Lee and Norden, 2013; Zhao et al., 2012) to an essential 444 

constituent of the cellular machinery responsible for force generation. To our knowledge, this 445 

illustrates for the first time an additional, non-genomic function of the nucleus during animal 446 

development.  447 

Pending questions are now whether the nucleus does participate in the cellular 448 

machinery responsible of apico-basal forces in other cell types, and to which extend does it 449 

participate in additional types of cellular forces. In this regard, it has been recently proposed 450 

that the nucleus can transmit forces from the rear to the front of isolated migrating cells in 451 

culture (Alam et al., 2015), suggesting the potential conservation of the nucleus as a key 452 

element in the force-generation machinery in different contexts.  453 

 454 

455 
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Figure 1. Coordinated dynamics of adherens junction and myosin II in apoptotic cells.  473 

(A, B) Stills from a movie showing apical (A) and sagittal views (B) of the same cell stained 474 

with the adherens junction marker α-catenin (cyan) and myosin (red) (n=11).  475 

(A) White arrowheads on the merge images show apoptotic cell apical constriction until the 476 

apex is completely closed. Apoptotic cell is colored in cyan on the black and white images. 477 

Myosin starts to accumulate at adherens junctions when they are closed (white and cyan 478 

arrows).  479 

(B) White, cyan and red arrows show the colocalization between myosin II and α-catenin 480 

during the apoptotic process. The red arrowhead points at the transient deformation of the 481 

apical surface of the epithelium triggered by the apico-basal force. The red brackets follow the 482 

myosin cable. 483 

(C) Stills form a movie showing the myosin cable (red) inside the apoptotic cell (green) 484 

(n=15) and the corresponding schemes. The red brackets follow the myosin cable whose 485 

maximal extension reaches the middle of the cell (4’). The apoptotic cell is outlined in green 486 

and the apical and basal surfaces are highlighted by red dotted lines on the black and white 487 

images. The red arrowhead points at the transient deformation of the apical surface. The panel 488 

on the right illustrates apical surface dynamics (color-coded) during apoptosis. 489 

  490 



 491 

 492 

Figure 2. Proximity between the myosin cable and the basal apoptotic nucleus (see also 493 

Fig. S1). 494 

(A, B) Sagittal views and schematic representations showing the localization of cell bodies 495 

(asterix) in individual non-apoptotic (A) and apoptotic (B) cells (n=24 and 23).Cells are 496 

outlined in dotted green lines in the schematic representations. 497 

(C) Sagittal view showing nuclei positioning (blue or white) in apoptotic (green or dashed 498 

green line) and non-apoptotic cells. Only the apoptotic nucleus is located in the basal half of 499 

the epithelium.  500 

In (A-C), apical and basal surfaces are schematized by a red line and the midplane of the 501 

epithelium by a red dashed line. 502 

(D) Quantification of nuclei localisation along the apico-basal cell axis in apoptotic (n=25) 503 

and non-apoptotic (n=115) cells. Wilcoxon statistical test: p-value<0.0001 (****). The 504 

midplane of the epithelium is indicated by a dashed red line. 505 

(E) Sagittal view and schematic representation showing the myosin cable (highlighted by the 506 

white bracket) which extends toward the basal apoptotic nucleus (arrow) (n=13). No myosin 507 

accumulation can be detected between the apoptotic nucleus and the basal-most region of the 508 

cell (dashed bracket).  509 

(F) (left) 3D reconstructions of a general view of an apoptotic cell (green) and a close-up of 510 

the nucleus (Lamin::RFPt in cyan) (n=9). (right) Schematic representation. The myosin cable 511 

(red) contacts the apical side of the nucleus (white arrows).  512 

(E, F) Apoptotic cells are stained in green with an anti-cleaved Dcp1 antibody. 513 

  514 



 515 

 516 

Figure 3. Basal positioning of the nucleus is essential for apico-basal force generation 517 

(see also Figure S2). 518 

(A) Scheme describing the LINC complex made of SUN- and KASH-domain proteins. The 519 

color-code for Nesprin, SUN-protein and nucleoskeleton is used in (B-C).  520 

(B) Perinuclear localization of LINC members (Klarsicht and Klaroid) and Lamin in the leg 521 

tissue. 522 

(C) Box plot of the apico-basal distribution of non-apoptotic nuclei in the epithelium of 523 

control (n=115), klarsicht RNAi (n=67), lamin RNAi (n=24) and klaroid mutant (n=21). The 524 

red dotted line indicates the midplane of the epithelium in the graph. Mann & Whitney test: p-525 

value <0.0001 for ***, <0.0024 for ** and <0.0144 for *. 526 

 (D) Sagittal views showing that the apoptotic nucleus is located apically in a klarsicht RNAi 527 

context. Nuclei are in blue or white and the apoptotic cell is indicated in green or with a green 528 

dotted line. Apical and basal surfaces of the epithelium are outlined in red and the midplane of 529 

the epithelium with a red dotted line. 530 

(E) Box plot of apoptotic nucleus distribution in the apico-basal cell axis in control (n=25) 531 

and klarsicht RNAi (n=33) contexts. The red dotted line indicates the midplane of the 532 

epithelium in the graph. Mann & Whitney test: p-value <0.0001 (****). 533 

(F, G) Stills from time-lapse movies and corresponding schemes showing apoptotic cell 534 

dynamics in control (F) and klarsicht RNAi (G) contexts. Arrowheads mark the presence (F, 535 

in white) or the absence (G, in grey) of deformation of the apical surface. Black stars indicate 536 

the adherens junction apical accumulation detachment. t=0’ is set at the end of the apoptotic 537 

apical constriction. 538 

(H) Histogram showing the proportion of apoptotic cells deforming or not the apical surface 539 

of the epithelium in control (n=23) and klarsicht RNAi (n= 12) contexts. Fisher Statistical 540 

test: p-value <0.0003 for ****. 541 
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 543 

 544 

Figure 4. A basal adhesion/F-actin network stabilizes the basal apoptotic nucleus (see 545 

also Figure S3).  546 

(A, B) Confocal images showing distribution of F-actin (Utrophin-GFP reporter, green) and 547 

microtubules (MAP205::GFP protein trap, cyan) in live leg discs. The cell membranes are 548 

stained in red using the lipid dye FM4-64 to visualize the leg epithelium.  549 

(C) Schematization of F-actin and microtubules distribution in the leg disc observed in (A, B). 550 

F-actin is enriched in the cell’s apical and basal domains and, to a lesser extent, in the lateral 551 

domain. Microtubules accumulate mainly in apical and lateral domains. They are essentially 552 

absent from the cell’s basal pole. 553 

(D) Box plot representation of apoptotic and non-apoptotic nuclei displacement per minute in 554 

control (DMSO; n=9 and 9) and after treatment by cytochalasin D (n=21 and 21). Wilcoxon 555 

statistical test: p-value <0.0039 for ** and Mann Whitney statistical test: p-value <0.0246 for 556 

* and non-significant for n.s.  557 

(E) Sagittal view and scheme showing the presence of a basal F-actin structure (black arrow) 558 

contacting the apoptotic nucleus (black star), but not a non-apoptotic nucleus (grey star). F-559 

actin is in red (left) or black (right), nuclei in blue and the apoptotic cell in green (n=24). 560 

(F) Sagittal view and scheme showing the presence of Talin (in red and black, arrowheads) in 561 

an apoptotic cell (green) (n=4).  562 

(G) Box plot representation of apoptotic and non-apoptotic nuclei displacement per minute in 563 

control (n=12 and 11) and talin RNAi (n=11 and 10). Wilcoxon statistical test: p-value 564 

<0.001 for ***, and Mann Whitney statistical test: p-value <0.0007 for *** and non-565 

significant for n.s. (D, G) A non-paired Mann Whitney test was used to compare nuclei 566 

displacement between conditions, except for comparison of apoptotic vs non-apoptotic nuclei 567 

in DMSO (D) or control (G) for which we used a  paired Wilcoxon test. 568 

In (D-G), apoptotic cells are at the initiation stage, prior to the generation of the apico-basal 569 

force.  570 
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 573 

Fig 5. Basal apoptotic nucleus stabilization is essential for efficient apico-basal force 574 

generation (See also Figure S4). 575 

(A, B) Stills from time-lapse movies and schematic representations showing the dynamics of 576 

myosin II (red) and the apoptotic nucleus (green) after post-acquisition treatment (see Fig. S4 577 

and Methods section for details) in control (A, n=12) and talin RNAi context (B, n=10). 578 

White brackets highlight the dynamics of apoptotic myosin cable, white arrows indicate 579 

cable-nucleus contact and black arrows on the schemes indicate nuclei movements. 580 

 (C, D) Comparison of apoptotic nuclei upward movements in control (C, n=12) and talin 581 

RNAi (D, n=10) contexts. Trajectories are color-coded to reveal nuclei speed.  582 

(E) Quantitative representation of the duration of the break in nucleus upward movement in 583 

control and talin RNAi contexts based on the movement observed in (C, D). Mann Whitney 584 

test : p-value < 0.0039 for **  585 

(F). Still from a time-lapse movie and corresponding schemes showing apoptotic cell 586 

dynamics in talin RNAi context. No apical surface deformation, indicative of an absence of 587 

apico-basal force, is observed (grey arrowhead). Adherens junction apical accumulation 588 

detaches normally (star). t=0’ is set at the end of the apoptotic apical constriction (n=23). 589 

(G) Histogram showing the proportion of apoptotic cells deforming or not the apical surface 590 

of the epithelium in control (n=23) and in talin RNAi (n= 25). Fisher statistical test: p-value 591 

<0.0001for ****.  592 
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 594 

 595 

Fig 6. Forces generated by the apoptotic myosin cable are transmitted to the apical 596 

surface and the nucleus 597 

 598 

(A-D) Laser ablation of apico-basal myosin cable (A, B) and control lateral cut in non-599 

apoptotic cells (C, D).  In kymographs (A, C), red and green double arrows indicate the 600 

distance between two dots before and after cut respectively. The timing of laser cut is 601 

indicated by the purple line. (B, D) Stills extracted from movies showing sagittal views of the 602 

epithelium before (red) and after (green) laser cut. The myosin cable and the localization of 603 

the cut are shown by red and purple brackets respectively. Apico-basal recoil is observed in 604 

13 out of 14 cases following cable cut and 3 out of 17 following control lateral cut. 605 

(E) Curves of the average apico-basal recoil +/- SEM over time (cable cut n= 14; control cut 606 

n= 17). 607 

(F) Apical surface release following apico-basal ablation in the indicated contexts. It 608 

corresponds to the variation in the angle made by the apical surface 25 seconds after ablation, 609 

compared to 1 second prior ablation (cable cut n= 15; control cut n= 17). Wilcoxon test: p-610 

value <0.0002 (***). 611 

(G, H) Stills extracted from a movie showing apoptotic nucleus behavior upon laser ablation 612 

of apico-basal myosin cable. (G) The DBS-S apoptosensor (cyan on the left panel) labels the 613 

nucleus in dying cells (arrow) and is enriched in the apical membrane in non-apoptotic cells. 614 

Myosin is shown in red and the apico-basal cable is highlighted by the white bracket. (H) 615 

Merge of DBS-S signal before (red) and after (green) myosin cable cut and associated 616 

schematization. Site of ablation is indicated by purple brackets. Individual images are shown 617 

in black and white on the left. The apoptotic nucleus moves basally after ablation in 9 cases 618 

out of 16, leading to an average basal displacement of 0.6 +/- 0.14 µm. 619 

 (I) Stills extracted from a movie showing nuclear envelope dynamics (red) of a dying cell 620 

(green) before (left) and during (right) the apoptotic nucleus upward movement associated 621 

with the force generation stage. A close up view of the apoptotic nuclear envelope is shown in 622 

black and schematized. Note that the apoptotic nucleus is apically deformed during the force 623 

generation stage (arrowheads, n=12/12). * identifies the center of the nucleus, highlighting the 624 

upward nuclear movement (black arrow). 625 

(J)  Normalized index of nuclear envelope apical deformation before and during the force 626 

generation stage (see Method section; apoptotic nuclei, n= 12; non apoptotic nuclei, n= 35). 627 

AU: arbitrary unit. Wilcoxon statistical test was used for the comparison of nuclei before and 628 

during force transmission; apoptotic nuclei (p-value <0.0005 for ***) and non-apoptotic 629 

nuclei (n.s.: non significant). Mann Whitney was used for comparison of apoptotic nulei vs 630 

non apoptotic nulei before force transmission (n.s.).  631 

 632 

  633 



 634 

Figure 7. Perturbation of apico-basal force generation affects fold formation. 635 

(A) General sagittal views of the distal leg (left), close up views on the T4/5 segments  and 636 

corresponding schemes of a control (top), talin RNAi (middle) and klarsicht RNAi (bottom) 637 

leg discs at 3-4h after puparium formation. While deep folds form in the control (black 638 

arrow), shallow of absent folds are observed in knock-down contexts (open arrowheads). 639 

(B) Quantification of fold defects observed in control (n=20), klarsicht RNAi (n=37) and talin 640 

RNAi (n=13) contexts. Ficher statistical test: p values: <0.0001 for **** and < 0.0036 for **. 641 

(C) Model of the cellular organisation responsible of apico-basal force generation in epithelial 642 

apoptotic cells: 643 

The apoptotic nucleus is first relocalized basally (1). It becomes anchored basally by an actin 644 

structure linked to basal adhesion (2). The myosin II apico-basal cable starts its progression 645 

from the apical surface (2) and enters in contact with the nucleus, running along its apical 646 

surface (3). At this stage, basal adhesion, basal F-actin and the nucleus form a basal anchor to 647 

the cable (3). The myosin II cable contracts deforming the apical surface of the epithelium 648 

and the apical side of the nucleus, thus transmitting force to the neighbours (4). Although the 649 

basal anchor is required at this stage, its organisation is only speculative (4, question mark). 650 

The force ends when the cell detaches from its neighbours (asterisk, 5).   651 

 652 

 653 

 654 

 655 

 656 
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STAR Methods  659 

Contact for Reagent and Resource Sharing 660 

 661 

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be 662 

fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Magali Suzanne (magali.suzanne@univ-tlse3.fr). 663 

 664 

Experimental Model and Subject Details 665 

 666 

Breeding conditions for model animals 667 

The animal model used here is Drosophila melanogaster, in a context of in vivo/ex vivo 668 

experiments. In order to respect ethic principles, animals were anesthetized with CO2 (adults) 669 

before any manipulation. To avoid any release of flies outside the laboratory, dead flies were 670 

freezed before throwing them. Stocks of living flies were conserved in incubators, either at 671 

18, 25 or 30 degrees to maintain the flies in optimal condition. Genotypes and developmental 672 

stages are indicated below. Experiments were performed in both males and females 673 

indifferently.  674 

 675 

Fly stocks 676 

Lamin-TagRFPt, sqh-eGFP[29B] and sqh-TagRFPt[3B] (this work) are knock-in designed 677 

and generated by homologous recombination by InDroso functional genomics (Rennes, 678 

France). The respective tags were inserted in C-terminal just before the stop codon for sqh 679 

and in N-terminal just before the ATG for lamin, and the resulting flies were validated by 680 

sequencing.  681 

Additional fluorescent lines obtained from Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center (BDSC) 682 

are: rhea[MI00296]-GFP, rhea[MI00296]-mCherry, sqh[AX3]; sqh::sqh-GFP, 683 

klaroid[CB04483]-GFP, Map205[CC00109]-GFP, arm::arm-GFP, UAS::lamin-GFP, 684 

UAS::His2Av-mKO, UAS::lifeactTagRFPt, UAS::mcd8-mCherry. The GFP apoptosensor 685 

UAS::GC3Ai was described previously (Schott et al., 2017). The tub::DBS-S apoptosensor, 686 

UAS::α-catenin-TagRFP and UAS::Utrophin-GFP are gifts from A. Baena-Lopez, K. 687 

Sugimura and T. Lecuit respectively. Msp300[CPTI003472]-Venus was obtained from DGRC 688 

(Kyoto, Japan). Additional stocks are Dll::Gal4[MD23], ap::Gal4[md544], act5C-Flp-y+-689 

FRT::Gal4, UAS::GFP and HS::Flp. 690 

RNA interference was realized using UAS::RNAi-klarsicht[HMS01612] and UAS::RNAi-691 

klarsicht[JF02944] (both lines were obtained from BDSC and gave similar results). 692 

UAS::RNAi-rhea[HMS00856] and UAS::RNAi-rhea[v40339] (obtained from BDSC and 693 

Vienna Drosophila Resource Center, both lines gave similar results) were used to knock-down 694 

Talin.  UAS::RNAi-lamin[HMC04816] and koi[80] mutant line were obtained  from BDSC.  695 

 696 

 697 

Methods Details 698 

 699 

Immunostainings 700 

Leg discs from prepupae (from 0h to 4h after puparium formation depending on experiments) 701 

are dissected in PBS 1x. Tissue are fixed by paraformaldehyde 4% diluted in PBS 1x during 702 

20 minutes. Then the samples are washed and saturated in PBS 1x, 0.3% triton x-100 and 703 

BSA 1% (BBT). Next, the samples are incubated overnight at 4°C with primary antibodies 704 

diluted in BBT. Samples are washed for 1h in BBT before a 2h incubation at room 705 

temperature with secondary antibodies diluted in BBT. Finally, samples are washed with PBS 706 

1x, 0.3% Triton x-100 for 1h and mounted in Vectashields containing DAPI (Vector 707 



Laboratories). A 120 µm-deep spacer (Secure-SealTM from Sigma-Aldrich) is placed in 708 

between the glass slide and the coverslip to preserve morphology of the tissues.  709 

Primary antibodies from Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank (DSHB) are klarsicht-C 710 

antibody (9C10-s, mouse, 1:50), Lamin Dm0 (ADL195-s, mouse, 1:50) and ECadherin 711 

antibody (DCAD2, rat, 1:50). Anti-cleaved Dcp-1 (#9578, rabbit, 1:200) was obtained from 712 

Cell Signaling Technologies. Secondary antibodies (Alexa488 and 647) are purchased from 713 

Interchim and diluted at 1:200 or 1:100 respectively. Phalloidine-Rhodamine (Fischer 714 

Scientific) used to stain F-actin is diluted at 1:200. 715 

 716 

Tissue culture and live microscopy 717 

Leg discs are dissected at white pupal stage in  Shields and Sang M3 or Schneider’s insect 718 

medium (Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented with 15 % fetal calf serum and 0.5 % penicillin-719 

streptomycin as well as 20-hydroxyecdysone at 2 µg/mL (Sigma-Aldrich, H5142). Leg discs 720 

are transferred on a glass slide in 13.5 µL of this medium confined in a 120 µm-deep double-721 

sided adhesive spacer (Secure-SealTM from Sigma-Aldrich). A glass coverslip is then placed 722 

on top of the spacer. Halocarbon oil is added on the sides of the spacer to prevent dehydration. 723 

Dissection tools are cleaned with ethanol before dissection. 724 

Nuclei are labelled in vivo either through expression of a UAS::His2Av-mKO construct or 725 

using Hoechst staining. For this purpose, dissected disc are incubated in the dark for 20 726 

minutes with Hoechst 33342 (Sigma, B2883, 25mg/ml) diluted at (1:100) in the culture 727 

medium. Legs are then transferred in fresh medium without Hoechst and mounted between 728 

slide and coverslip as described above. To avoid Hoechst toxicity, fly tissues are imaged for 729 

no longer than 1h30. Membrane staining using FM4-64 was performed as described in 730 

(Monier et al., 2015). 731 

 732 

Live and fixed samples were imaged using either an inverted LSM880 Zeiss confocal 733 

mounted with 40x/1.2 or 63x/1.3 water objectives or 40x/1.4 or 63x/1.4 oil objectives and 734 

equipped with a piezo stage or using an inverted spinning disk confocal microscope (CSU-735 

X1, Yokogawa, coupled to a Leica or a Zeiss microscope) equipped with 405 nm, 488 nm and 736 

561 nm LEDs, a piezo stage and a Hamamatsu EMCCD camera controlled by the Metamorph 737 

or zen softwares. Images were processed with the Fiji and Imaris softwares. 738 

 739 

Drug treatment 740 

Cytochalasin D is a chemical agent which causes F-actin depolymerisation. We set up 741 

conditions that reduces F-actin levels without altering tissue integrity. Following dissection, 742 

leg discs are incubated during 20 minutes with Cytochalasin D (Sigma; #C2618, 5µg/ml) 743 

diluted at 1:1000 in Shields and Sang medium. DMSO was used for control conditions. 744 

Tissues are next washed with fresh medium and mounted between a glass slide and a 745 

coverslip separated with a spacer. The spacer is partly filled with a thin layer (around 5µm) of 746 

low gelling temperature agarose (Sigma, Agarose type VII, #A4018), 0,25% final diluted in 747 

Shields and Sang medium.  6µl of medium are added on top of agarose and leg discs are 748 

transferred (with a drop of about 4µl of medium).  749 

 750 

Post-acquisition isolation of apoptotic nuclei  751 

In order to follow in the same cell the dynamics of both the nucleus and the myosin cable, it is 752 

necessary to acquire a z-stack encompassing the dying cell. However, cell packing renders 753 

nuclei tracking in 3D stacks complex. To circumvent this difficulty, we applied post-754 

acquisition image treatment on movies obtained with confocal LSM880 (Zeiss). To increase 755 

spatial resolution, we used a ROI on apoptotic cells stained with the GFP cytoplasmic 756 

apoptosensor (Schott et al., 2017), while nuclei are labelled with Hoechst and myosin using 757 



the knock-in line sqh-TagRFPt. Images are acquired every 20 to 30 seconds for at least 20 758 

minutes. Next, we perform processing of the movies using the IMARIS software. We first 759 

create a 3D surface on the apoptotic cell staining. This is used to generate a mask which 760 

allows to specifically reveal the nucleus staining of the dying cell. This process is used in Fig. 761 

5A, B and illustrated in Fig. S4. 762 

 763 

Nuclei positioning and deformation  764 

To analyze nuclei dynamics during basal stabilization phase (Fig. 4D,G), we performed 765 

movies with high temporal resolution in short periods of time using spinning disk 766 

microscopes. Images are taken on one single plane every 2 seconds during 5 minutes on legs 767 

co-expressing UAS::Histone2Av-mKO and UAS::GC3Ai transgenes that respectively label 768 

nuclei and apoptotic cells (see quantification in statistics section).  We next used the MTrackJ 769 

plugin of the ImageJ software to manually track apoptotic and non-apoptotic nuclei and 770 

measure their velocity (Fig. 4D). Alternatively, we used Imaris to track nuclei by creating 771 

spots on Histone2Av-mko staining (on both apoptotic nuclei and non-apoptotic nuclei) (Fig. 772 

4G). 773 

 774 

To extract the behavior of the nucleus in control and RNAi talin conditions at the force stage 775 

(Fig. 5C-D), we used the IMARIS software. We generated a spot on the isolated apoptotic 776 

nucleus (see “Post-acquisition isolation of apoptotic nuclei” section)  and created a track of 777 

nuclear movement. Nuclei dynamics were visualized using Imaris speed color-coded scale.  778 

 779 

To study nuclear distortion during force generation, z-stack (~7µm) were acquired every 10 780 

seconds during 30 minutes (time estimated to visualize upward nuclear movement) on legs 781 

expressing Lamin::tagRFPt and UAS::GC3Ai transgenes that respectively label nuclear 782 

envelope and apoptotic cells (fig6I-J) (see quantifaction and statistics section). We used a 783 

Zeiss spinning disc microscope. 784 

 785 

Laser dissection  786 

Leg discs were dissected from white pupae (0-1 h APF), and mounted between a glass slide 787 

and a coverslip separated by a spacer to preserve leg morphology. Laser dissection 788 

experiments (Fig. 6A-H) were performed on a Zeiss LSM880 laser scanning microscope fitted 789 

with a pulsed DPSS laser (532 nm, pulse length 1.5 ns, repetition rate up to 1 kHz, 790 

3.5 µJ/pulse) steered by a galvanometer-based laser scanning device (DPSS-532 and UGA-791 

42, from Rapp OptoElectronic, Hamburg, Germany). The laser beam was focused through a 792 

water-immersion lens of high numerical aperture (Plan-Apochromat 63x from Zeiss). 793 

Experiments were performed using a numerical 2x zoom. Photo-disruption in the middle of 794 

the leg epithelium was produced in the focal plane by illuminating at 100 % laser power a 70 795 

pixel line (around 10µm) for 5s. Images of Myosin::GFP or DBS-S were acquired every 796 

500 ms to 1s using a 488 nm Argon laser and a GaAsP photomultiplier. In the case of DBS-S, 797 

the green apoptosensor was crossed to Myosin::TagRFPt to visualize the stage of the 798 

apoptotic cell and determine the region to be ablated. Due to photobleaching caused the 532 799 

nm pulsed laser, Myosin::TagRFPt could not be analyzed after laser cut. Cells were selected 800 

for their apico-basal myosin cable spanning about the half of the epithelium and their 801 

localization in the presumptive T4/T5 fold region, and for the additional presence of nuclear 802 

GFP in the case of the DBS apoptosensor. 803 

 804 

Analysis of force generation and fold morphogenesis  805 

For analysis of apico-basal force generation (Fig. 3H, 5G), we performed timelapse movies of 806 

cells co-expressing the α-catenin-RFP and the apoptotsensor under expression of the 807 



apterous::Gal4 driver. We counted the percentage of cells able to deform the apical surface of 808 

the epithelium in control, klarsicht RNAi and talin RNAi.  809 

For analysis of morphogenesis defects (Fig. 7B), we fixed pupae of 3-4h APF. UAS::RNAi 810 

were driven by Distalless::Gal4. We stained legs with phalloidin to reveal the overall 811 

morphology and counted the number of legs with affected folds (shallow, twisted, absent).  812 

For both types of experiments, we performed the fisher statistic test to determine if 813 

differences between samples were significant. 814 

 815 

 816 

Quantification and Statistical Analysis 817 

 818 

Statistics were performed in Prism. N and p values are indicated in figure legends. Box plot 819 

were generated in Prism and represent the median, 10 and 90 percentile.  820 

 821 

Nuclei positioning  822 

Related to Fig. 2D, 3C, 3E. The position of nuclei along the apico-basal axis was determined 823 

by calculating the ratio of the distance from nucleus center to basal surface divided by the 824 

overall cell height. Distances were measured using the Zen program (Zeiss). We used the 825 

Wilcoxon test for paired samples in Fig. 2D and the Mann Whitney test for non-paired 826 

samples in Fig. 3C, 3E. 827 

Lamin levels  828 

Related to Fig. S1B. Lamin levels were measured using Fiji by drawing a segmented line of 829 

the width of the nuclear envelope on single z planes. In each leg, the averaged intensity of 830 

non-apoptotic nuclei was used to normalize the intensity of each individual nucleus. We 831 

performed the Mann Whitney test because this is a non-parametric test with non paired 832 

samples.  833 

 834 

Nuclei stability 835 

Related to Fig. 4D, G. Using ImageJ or Imaris softwares, we measured the displacement of 836 

nuclei per minute. For comparison of apoptotic and non-apoptotic nuclei in DMSO (Fig. 4D) 837 

or in control condition (Fig. 4G), we calculated the mean velocity of apoptotic and non-838 

apoptotic nuclei per leg and compared samples using paired Wilcoxon-test. For other 839 

comparisons, we performed the Mann Whitney test because this is a non-parametric test with 840 

non paired samples.  841 

 842 

Break duration during baso-apical nucleus movement 843 

Related to Fig. 5E. The break in upward motion of apoptotic nuclei at the force-generation 844 

stage was determined on the tracks of nuclei movement generated by the Imaris software (see 845 

above). Beginning and end of the break phase were determined based on the change of nuclei 846 

velocity and direction. The difference of the break in nuclei upward motion was compared 847 

using Mann Whitney test. 848 

 849 

Measures of recoil after laser ablation 850 

Related to Fig. 6E, F, H. Quantification of recoil after ablation of Myosin::GFP apico-basal 851 

cables or control ablation of lateral membranes was performed by following two intense 852 

myosin structures over time as described in (Liang et al., 2016). Kymographs were generated 853 

using Fiji. Quantification of basal nuclear movement was achieved on the DBS-S 854 

apoptosensor (Baena-Lopez et al., 2018). Images we registered using the Fiji stackreg plugin. 855 

The displacement of the apoptotic nucleus from the site of ablation was then measured at 856 

around 30 seconds after the laser cut.  857 



Quantification of the recoil of the apical surface was achieved in Fiji by measuring the angle 858 

made by the apical surface (stained by Myosin::GFP) above the site of lateral ablation. We 859 

calculated the difference between the apical surface angle before (-1 sec) and after (+25 sec) 860 

laser cut. 861 

 862 

Quantification of apical nucleus deformation 863 

Related to Fig. 6J. The local transient apical deformation of the apoptotic nucleus was 864 

determined in Fiji. We first fitted the closest ellipse to the nucleus. Next, we draw a polygon 865 

that follows the outline of  the apical region of the nucleus. The fit spline option was used to 866 

make the polygon smooth. The apical nucleus deformation corresponds to the difference of 867 

surface between the polygon and the ellipse which is normalized by the surface of the ellipse 868 

and expressed as a percentage. We compared apoptotic nucleus shape just prior and during 869 

baso-apical movement (which corresponds to the force stage); non-apoptotic nuclei were 870 

analyzed on the same images. Wilcoxon statistical test was used for the comparison of nuclei 871 

before and during force transmission; apoptotic nuclei (p-value <0.0005 for ***) and non-872 

apoptotic nuclei (n.s.: non significant). Mann Whitney was used for comparison of apoptotic 873 

nulei vs non apoptotic nulei before force transmission (n.s.).  874 

 875 

  876 



Supplemental Information  877 

 878 

Movie S1 a S6: 879 

 880 

Movie S1: Coordinated dynamics of apoptotic Myosin II cable and adherens junctions  881 

Dynamics of α-catenin (cyan) and myosin II (red) in an apoptotic cell. Please note the partial 882 

colocalization between myosin II and α-catenin during the apoptotic process and the transient 883 

deformation of the apical surface of the epithelium triggered by the apico-basal force (related 884 

to Figure 1B). 885 

 886 

Movie S2: Apical deformation triggered by apoptotic force  887 

Time-lapse movie showing apoptotic cell dynamics in control context. The apoptotic cell is in 888 

green, α-catenin in red. Note the transient deformation of the apical surface (related to Figure 889 

3F). 890 

 891 

Movie S3: Apoptotic force impaired in klarsicht RNAi context  892 

Time-lapse movie showing apoptotic cell dynamics in a klarsicht RNAi contexts. The 893 

apoptotic cell is in green, α-catenin in red. Note the absence of deformation of the apical 894 

surface. Adherens junction apical accumulation detaches normally (star). t=0’ is set at the end 895 

of the apoptotic apical constriction (related to Figure 3G). 896 

 897 

Movie S4: Coordinated dynamics of myosin II cable with the apoptotic nucleus  898 

Time-lapse movie showing the dynamics of myosin II (red) and the apoptotic nucleus (green) 899 

after post-acquisition treatment (see Fig. S4 and Methods section for details) in control 900 

context (related to Figure 5A). 901 

 902 

Movie S5: Apoptotic nucleus dynamics in talin RNAi context. 903 

Time-lapse movie showing the dynamics of myosin II (red) and the apoptotic nucleus (green) 904 

after post-acquisition treatment (see Fig. S4 and Methods section for details) in talin RNAi 905 

context (related to Figure 5B). 906 

 907 

Movie S6: Apoptotic force impaired in talin RNAi context  908 

Time-lapse movie showing apoptotic cell dynamics in talin RNAi context. The apoptotic cell 909 

is in green, α-catenin in red. No apical surface deformation, indicative of an absence of apico-910 

basal force, is observed. Adherens junction apical accumulation detaches normally (star). t=0’ 911 

is set at the end of the apoptotic apical constriction (related to Figure 5F). 912 

 913 

 914 
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